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About This Game

Haldor - game about the same name character. Plunge into the exciting souls-like rpg. Try your hand at becoming the revenge of
the ancient Scandinavian warrior. Take revenge for your kind, fight with various opponents, go through obstacles and prove by

defeating the cold, loneliness, pain and despair that your people will not be completely conquered for many more centuries!
You need to enter the dark dungeon and kill all the evil that you will get into it. Also you will go through various traps and

labyrinths, in which you can find a reward for your diligence or a sinister boss.
Features:

* Beautiful graphics.
* Good AI

* Change of time of day and weather conditions.
* Rich soundtrack.

* A variety of weapons for you and your enemies.
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Title: Haldor
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
URDevTeam
Publisher:
Metal Fox
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® E5300

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Very simple and I absolutely welcome more of these, hope they make them more of a simulator game than a step-by-step hold
your hand type game though.. MORE TOPPINGS. Overall a nice looking and feeling game. With my one hour of experience
for being a captain I can say the controls aren\u2019t hard to learn. I don\u2019t know if $28 is the best price and I\u2019d wait
so see if it goes on sale.. Good to listen while I study ;)
But now I got new thablet and it is unplayable due to screen size!
Please fix that.. infinite loading for champion, not even able to play.
can't connect with coop, not even able to play.
random crash even in the menu, not even able to play.
wait for the patch, guess how long will I wait?
never pre order any game from this company and wait for the discount. Great starter game for the vive,was one of the first
games I got and was stunned by how fun it was. Has the feeling of an arcade shooter and unlocking the various guns is extremely
fun and rewarding.. quite challenging.. It's pay to win, but very addicting. Like the former version Pixel Puzzles : Japan, it is not
really a bad game, but it has some flaws that make it a bad experience.

Sum up of my review :
 + rotation
 + few more or less useful functionalities (zoom, tray, shuffle, switch backgroud color)
 + corrected issue with selecting pieces in Pixel Puzzle : Japan version

 - slow
 - crabs that appear and "dance" randomly over your pieces on the board
 - no sample of the finished image
 - no music (only bird sounds)
 - buttons in the pond that hide pieces
 - water in the ponds blurs and alters the color of the pieces

 +\/- only bird images (well, that's the theme of the game, so it's good if you like birds, bad if you like diversity...)

First I'm going to review its good points (in comparison to Japan version) : There is a rotation feature, easily done (right click
while holding the piece), the problem is that right click while not holding the piece sends it back in the pond. This is not a big
problem, but it can be frustrating. Then, there are a bunch of new functionalities added, like shuffling the pieces in the pond
(which helps you locating them sometimes), zooming on the board (never used it, but it exists), switch background color of the
board, and a tray on the bottom of the screen to put pieces you don't want to loose. I also have to mention the problems for
selecting pieces in Japan version are fixed in this one, which is great.

Now, on to the bad points :
First is the slowness (I don't know if it is my computer, but even when I'm not in HQ, I have some issues with slow moving
pieces), of course the problem increases with the amount of pieces. That sometimes made me miss my clicks.
Then, I have to mention the crabs : in the previous version, you would sometimes select crabs in the pond instead of pieces. Tha
was a problem they fixed in this one : now you catch them to get "powers" : they will randomly appear ON THE BOARD and
dance on the pieces. The idea is that you can catch them and throw them into a net on the side of the screen. When you have
enough of them, you can use them to get some hints. Well, I don't really care about hints, but I care A LOT about the fact that
damn crabs are dancing over the picture until I throw them out. And they will reappear 10 or 20 seconds later. By the way, you
CAN'T remove them in the options, because you can't do much in the options anyway.
Still no sample of what your puzzle would look like when finished (well, there is an image that fades quickly at the beginning,
but after that, you're with your memory ...
Unlike the previous opus, there is no music in this one, there are only some bird sounds in the background, so it feels a bit
empty. At least the previous game was pretty relaxing, but this one is not.
I mentioned the crabs that prevented you to pick your pieces in Japan version ? Well, there are buttons in the pond that do pretty
much the same thing : these buttons are the ones that allow the new features, like zooming or changing background color, but
they hide pieces behind them, and when you want to click on them, you often select the piece behind instead.
I also mentioned a tray to put your spare pieces you don't want to loose, well there is also a flaw in that one : the tray appears at
the bottom of the screen, and hides the top part of the pond (and obviously the pieces contained in it).
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And I kept the worst for the end : The pieces in the pond are not at the surface, they're IMMERSED in it. That means that the
water blurs the details and even ALTERS THE ACTUAL COLOR OF THE PIECE ! If you want an orange piece for instance,
you will have to search for a brown one.
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Its fun :D

I like the retro \/ old style.. A nice add-on for flavor.. Extra spooky pack for 9 dollah.
You can also buy DLC for the original game but I don't think im allowed to say that.. In my opinion this is the best route so far
released for TS.Variety of routes and rolling stock and motive power. Also a variety of types of scenario particuarly the dozens
available on workshop which of course are free.However i do have 1 gripe and that is no map provided in the manual.This is a
minor item in some routes but for a network such as this i would think it would be useful for anyone who wants to get the most
out of the route.Yes i know about the 9 key but i think a map that you can print out of the manual would be very helpful in any
network route. Still love it though. Super enjoyable since I've missed some good old point and click games! I had even went to
find an old copy of Discworld to get my kick and then I found this. Wish it was longer or part of a series, but all in all a really
great game and a moderate level of difficulty!. The flat rides like the Octopus work really well, they really give you that feeling
you want. The coaster and haunted house are truly awfu but there are a lot of good flatrides. But all simulations like this need to
use feedback or you don't really feel like you're part of the ride, you just feel like you're floating. Either the haptic feedback of
the Vive Controllers can be used or the experience can be made compatable with XInput controllers. Have you ever tried No
Limits 2 : Coaster Simulator. It works with the XIput Controller feedback and really brings the rides to life with heavy rumble
when you're going fast through a turn and lightens when on a hill and such. It really makes you feel you're attached to the ride.
All coaster and ride experiences need this but of all I've bought only No Limits 2 has it. Buy No Limits 2 : Roller Coaster
Simulator and download a few hundred costers from the workshop and try them with XInput Feedback, you'll love it. Oh yeah,
in this the background photo isn't of high enough quality and it's way too close, needs to bet set way farther back.. A game with
a retro aesthetic is nothing new. However, one based on the graphical limitations of the ZX Spectrum microcomputer is
somewhat unusual. I won't bore you with the technical details, but many games on the Spectrum featured graphics that had two
colours in an 8*8 pixel square other games were mostly monochrome). This game takes that style as its inspiration but does not
stick to the limitations. The display is in 'widescreen' and there is no attribute clash. Huzzah!

A twin stick shmup at heart with puzzle elements, this is a fun game. The controls are tight, but 8-way firing with an analogue
stick can be a little imprecise but it isn't a game-breaker. The music is pretty good, with several nods to AY chiptunes (the title
tune is reminiscent of Jonathan Dunn's title tune in the Spectrum 128 version of RoboCop).

There a four minigames to unlock which offer differing amounts of fun (your mileage may vary), but are on the whole well
executed. There are leaderboards for these and the main game too. The game has a surprising amount of variety in its levels and
some stages can be moderately difficult. All told, this is an enjoyable game which builds a lot of fun on its retro foundation. To
paraphrase the blurb on many Codemasters\u2019 cassette games, "This game is absolutely worth playing!"
. If you are looking for the version with all the tanks,
THIS IS NOT IT
the il2sturmovik.com webpage calls that version
TANK CREW
Battle of Stalingrad version is less money on that webpage. As you can see, I've played this game a lot, like a lot. I rarely do this
with games for the sole reason that I get bored. Farming Simulator 2015 has yet to bore me, it has dull moments, but when I get
through those moments, the game is interesting again.

Pros
-Forestry
-Many things to accomplish
-Great graphics on certain maps and vehicles (at high)
-Many MODs and Maps (not as many as FS13)
-Variety of vehicles
-Various routes to make money, most of them different
-Sounds
-Dirt build up on vehicles

Cons
-Limited content in DLCs
-Lack of vanilla vehicles
-Modding community
-Graphics in vanilla game
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-AI is terrible

Things to add to imprive the overall game:
-Seasons
-Digging and terraforming
-Better DLCs
-More crop types

Now don't get me wrong when I mention the CONs, and things to add. No game is perfect, none. I like this game for the laid-
back no sense of responsibility that is difficult to get in other games.

10/10
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